
DRUMMOND INFORMS YOU 

The expedition ‘Trip to the Heart of the Ca-
ribe’ arrived at Puerto Drummond  

Puerto Drummond received at their installations the team of journalists from Caracol Radio- Cari-
be region, who were full of happiness and the typical Costeño flavor. 

At 11 in the morning on April 1st, the live transmission began for ‘Trip to the Heart of the Caribe’, 
a special that for the second consecutive year, shows the beauty and wealth typical of the Colom-
bian Atlantic Coast. 

The transmission took place from the company’s fresh water reservoir, highlighting the natural 
wealth that can be found in the center of the Port, a symbol of its environmental commitment 
and a sustainable operation. In addition, the important work that has been carried out with the 
neighboring communities was highlighted, as well as work with other employees that are part of 
this mining project.  

The journalists interviewed employees, contractors, and the community, so that in their own voi-
ces they could express to the public, the experiences they have lived while involved with the 
company.   

During the event, folkloric presentations typical of the region were presented, and the event en-
ded with the emission on the local Santa Marta news.  

The Caracol Radio team of journalists accompanied by personnel from Puerto Drummond  
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The Community Relationship Coordinator, 
Alvaro Daza, mentioned the projects being 
carried out by Drummond Port are with the 
company’s areas of influence. “We support 
the social development of our communities 
from areas like culture, sports, health, and 
education,” affirmed Daza.  
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During this radio space, the leaders from each area explained the projects being carried out by 
Drummond in matters of social responsibility, industrial safety, compensation, and environmental 
commitment.  

The Caracol Radio team, which included the Information Director for the Caribbean Region, Mar-
tin Tapias, and journalists Victor Polo, Lina Palma, and Junior Beltran, expressed their satisfaction 
for all the processes being performed by the company in favor of the environment and the com-
munities.  “The environmental awareness shared by all of Drummond’s personnel is an example 
of what should be implemented in society,” affirmed Tapias. 
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The Port’s Administrative Manager, Enrique Alvarez, explained how the exploration, extraction, 
and coal transport process carried out by Drummond utilizes an environmentally friendly concept 
that involves the neighboring communities, and where the company looks to generate progress 
for Colombia, from every perspective. “Our commitment is with the people,” highlighted Alvarez. 

Drummond Port showed its social commitment 
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They are the reflection of the team that the well-known Drummond family counts on. 

The company’s greatest pride are its employees, and thanks to the selection processes that the 
company has, it has been able to consolidate a team that is worthy of praise.   

The company’s desire to improve and support can be depicted in the following young adults: Dai-
ner Zuñiga and Clayton Herrera. Each explained before the microphone the great opportunity 
that was presented to them by being selected for the Drummond scholarships, and who are now, 
after having graduated from college, working with the company.  

“An example of persistence and hard work shows how they care for a company that has given 
so much to him and to many families in the region,” was how Martin Tapias defined Aldry Acos-
ta, who has been with the company for 20 years.  Acosta, explained how his work has been able 
to contribute to the growth of the region, and how valuable it is for him to work at Puerto Drum-
mond  

Jose Padilla is another employee the company is proud of. He’s a train wagon dumper operator 
who alternates his shift with his talent as a Vallenato composer and singer. During the program, 
Padilla showed his talent and gave autographed CDs to all the journalists.   

“Here at Drummond, we’ve found plenty of talent, and that shows this company’s value,” con-
cluded journalist Victor Polo.  

Human Talent with the Drummond seal 
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Following the beat of 
the drums and flutes, 
young dancers belon-
ging to the Cienaga 
Corporacion Folclorica 
Costumbrista interpre-
ted dances like the 
caiman cienaguero 
and the chemapale.  

“The environmental and social processes that we perform at the company leave a daily positive 
impact in our communities,” affirmed Community Relations Coordinator, Alvaro Daza.  

We support our region’s folklore  

The transmission of the ‘Trip to the Heart of the Caribe’ program was filled with the cultural ma-
gic that characterizes the region. Traditional dances typical  came to life through the Cienaga Cor-
poracion Folclorica Costumbrista, moment in which the director of the corporation, Rafael Regui-
llo Mojica, once again thanked the support offered by the company to art and culture: “we have 
always counted in Drummond’s support to improve and foster these guys’ talent,” he said. 

Journalists were pleasantly surprised by the work being performed by the company from all the 
areas involved.  “Drummond is definitely committed to the people, the heart of our Caribe beats 
here,” expressed Victor Polo. 

¡¡Drummond Ltd., a Good Neighbor! 
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